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Meeting:

October 16, 2010

Location:

San Bernardino County 
Museum, 7:00 p.m.
Redlands, CA.  California 
St. exit, I-10 Fwy.

Pre-meeting Dinner, 5:00 
p.m.,    

The Sizzler
1800 So. Waterman 
Ave.
San Bernardino, CA

After the meeting telescopes 
will be set up for viewing 
and members will be 
available to answer 
questions.  Bring your 
telescope to observe with us. 

No telescope is too humble, 
and beginners are always 
made welcome!

After viewing the group will 
head for Coco’s in Redlands, 
Tennessee exit, I-10 Fwy.

Program
Eclipse Chasing in China

(Or:  How I spent my summer vacation)
Derek Wallentinsen

 
Derek Wallentinsen will tell the story of his solo trip in July, 2009, 
to see the total solar eclipse from China.  And he will tell us how we 
can prepare, pack and plan our own astro-expedition.

Besides the chance to see the longest solar eclipse in the next 
century, it was also an adventure in the new economic powerhouse 
of the world and a beautiful time at Huangshan.

          (Photos:  Ring of Fire, unknown; Excited
          Children, Patrick Lin/AFP/Getty Images)

Derek will talk about how he planned the trip, including his packing 
list and photo gear. He will show images from his travels through 
Shanghai, Jiaxing, Hangzhou. Huangshan, Nanjing. Plus 
astronomical tie-ins during the trip: the eclipse, the tidal bore in the 
Qiantang River, Purple Mountain Observatory and the Celestron 
Factory at Suzhou.

See you there – zai jian!

 The Observer  

   SAN BERNARDINO VALLEY AMATEUR ASTRONOMERS
             Member of The Astronomical League
                                        http://sbvaa.org/
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SBVAA Officers

President: 

Vice President: 

Treasurer:   Fidel Hernandez        909-864-0615

Secretary - Educational Outreach:  Chris Clarke 
    909-384-8539  Work  
    909-875-6694  Home

Star Party Coordinator:  Tom Lawson  
909-8828198

SBVAA Webmaster:  Steve Miller      626-859-7776

Newsletter Editor:  Jim Sommer        909-792-3587

Calendar of Upcoming Events

       
    October 16, Club Meeting at the Museum

    November 6, Star Party, Johnson Valley

    November 13, Club Meeting at the Museum

    December 4, Star Party, Afton Canyon

    December (date and location to be announced) 
 Annual club holiday dinner.
                                           

Editor’s Notes
By Jim Sommer

2009’s International Year of Astronomy was so 
successful that UNESCO and the IAU are now 
promoting “IYU 2009 - Beyond.”  The would like 
to see the activities that were done by various 
astronomy clubs and other organizations continue 
on into the future.  Since our club has a great 
outreach program I have added the “Beyond” logo 
to our masthead above.  Some believe that interest 
in amateur astronomy is waning.  From what I’ve 
seen and heard during our last several outreaches, 
nothing could be further from the truth.  

New Saturn Mission for Cassini

Turning a midsummer night's dream into reality, 
NASA's Cassini spacecraft begins its new mission 
extension -- the Cassini Solstice Mission -- today. 
The mission extension will take Cassini a few 
months past Saturn's  northern summer solstice (or 
midsummer) through September 2017. It will 
enable scientists to study seasonal changes and 
other long-term weather changes on Saturn and its 
moons.

Cassini has  revealed a bounty of scientific 
discoveries since its launch in 1997, including 
previously unknown characteristics of the Earth-
like world of Saturn's moon Titan, and the plume of 
water vapor and organic particles spewing from 
another moon, Enceladus.

The Cassini Solstice Mission will enable continued 
study of these intriguing worlds. It will also allow  

scientists  to continue observations of Saturn's rings 
and the magnetic bubble around the planet, known 
as the magnetosphere. 

"After nearly seven years in transit and six years in 
Saturn orbit, this spacecraft still just hums along," 
said Bob Mitchell, Cassini program manager at 
NASA's  Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, 
Calif. "With seven more years  to go, the science 
should be just as  exciting as  what we've seen so 
far."



Great weather at the SBVAA September Grandview Star Party! 
By Mike Ratcliff

This year's September Grandview star party was a great success!  We had two nights with clear skies, no 
dew, and -- most importantly -- no snow like  the last Grandview party in June. Temperatures  were a 
reasonable mid to low 40's during the night, with just a little breeze now and then. I personally remember the 
freezing nights in the 20's on one visit a few years ago, and was really happy with the temps this year. 

The skies were good and dark as expected for a dark site. There was a little light dome from Las vegas  way 
off to the east and some from Bishop to the west.  Martin measured the sky brightness  at 21.6 or so with his 
Sky Quality Meter, and that's a pretty dark reading. The Milky Way itself affects  the readings too. The 
Johnson Valley readings in August were a little less dark at about 21.4. 

Several regulars were there, Martin, Chris, Fidel, Tom, and John. We also had two newcomers: John who 
joined the club during the star party, and Nick who also recently joined. We also had several visitors 
including Bob who hails from back east and is  a regular at the Stellafane telescope making conference in 
Vermont. (I might be confusing two people though). There were some other astronomy groups at the 
campsite there as  well, from the Orange County club and the South Bay (LA) club.  No crowds to speak of 
though the second night started out with some campers across the meadow with their lantern brightness  set 
to Caesar's Palace level. But some friendly persuasion took care of that. 

Telescopes were easy to find: Martin's 20" dob was the big one, I had my 16" dob, Tom with his 12.5", and 
there were several other good sized SCT and other scopes. Fidel brought a smaller scope that had just been 
donated to the club. He reported the first night didn't go too well with the GOTO motor control. Hope he has 
better luck after working with it a while and deciphering the instructions.

Food was easy to find too! Saturday morning Tom cooked his traditional pancakes and sausage breakfast for 
the group. (Thanks Tom!). Lot's of people brought food for the Saturday evening pot-luck, including a pizza 
run into town by Martin and Chris. And Friday night one of the visitors brought his  space-age looking grill 
and handed out hot dogs. Much appreciated.

And what about the astronomy, (you know -- the "star" in star party)?  It was fantastic!  Milky Way and Fall 
favorites with nebulaes and globular clusters mixed in with some fainter planetary nebulae and galaxies. 
Friday night for a while a group of us went through a series  of colorful blue or green planetary nebula, just 
to see how they compared and how people's color perception varied. Martin and I went after a large faint 
local group galaxy called the WLM galaxy in his dob. We had some trouble until we realized there was still 
a nebula filter in the eyepiece (oops). 

There was even a star during the day! OK it was Venus but looked like a star. Easily visible during the day 
close to the moon once you knew where to look. I had never seen any planet during the day before.

Early in the evening, one of the John's saw a very bright "satellite" moving toward the south. He guessed, 
correctly, that it was the ISS space station. Martin quickly moved his  MCT scope over and saw the "H" 
shape to confirm. It was much brighter than a regular satellite and moving steadily like a plane, but with no 
flashing lights. Another sight I had not seen before.

All in all, a great time and worth the 4-5 hour drive.



Another Successful Outreach
By Jim Sommer

Saturday, September 18, saw another great 
outreach event at the Museum.  Public attendance 
ran to about 275 people over the course of the 
evening.  Our guests were very enthusiastic and 
ranged in age from about 1 to somewhere north 
of 80.  (Age never limits one’s sense of wonder at 
seeing the universe up close and personal.)  

I didn’t get the chance to get a “scope count” but 
it seemed that we had at least a dozen scopes  of 
various sizes  and designs present.  

I also noticed that there seemed to be more questions 
this  time about the different types of telescope designs 
present and how individuals and/or families could get 
started in amateur astronomy.  Outreaches are lots of 
fun for both the guests and those who bring the scopes.

(Thanks to Robin Hennen for taking photos at the event.)



CALENDARS
 

The 2011 “Deep Space Mysteries” calendars from 
Astronomy Magazine are here.  It will be available for 
sale starting with the club meeting on September the 
25th.  We have 20 for sale on a first come first served 
basis.  The retail for this calendar is $12.95 plus $1.00 
tax or $13.95 altogether.  Your cost, through the club 
this year, is $8 a savings of $6.  

See Fidel, the club treasurer, at the back of the room to 
make your purchase.  Reservations are accepted.

Selling some of your gear?  Advertise it here for 
free.  Give the details to your newsletter editor for 

inclusion in the next issue.

TELESCOPE FOR SALE

Meade 12" Schmidt-Cassegrain, with 
tripod, quick mounting attachment, GPS, 
Auto star finder, with JMI traveling case 
with wheels, along with a good selection of 
eye pieces, both 1 1/4" and 2" along with 
Barlows.
 
Looking for best offer.
 
Mike Womelsdorf 
Please contact by email first for more 
information.
mwbuilders@aol.com

Amateur astronomy is a family affair
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Mysteries of the Cosmos Revealed During World Space Week
UNESCO/IAU Announcement

This October 4 - 10, organizations across the globe celebrate United Nations-declared World Space Week, 
the largest annual public space event on Earth. The purpose of World Space Week is to celebrate the 
contributions of space science and technology to life on Earth.

 Among the highlights of World Space Week 2010 are: 

 • Google Lunar X Prize Summit on the Isle of Man, UK
 • Festival of Astronomy in Marrakech, Morocco
 • Public lectures about space engineering and astronomy in Helsinki, Finland
 • Inauguration of a mobile planetarium and telescope in Thrissur, India
 • Star camp for high school students in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia
 • Solar and radio observations in Mexico
 • Rocktober skies, a regional rocket launch in Alabama, USA
 

In 2009, World Space Week celebrated its 10th anniversary with 713 events in some 55 nations, including a 
Star Party held at the White House by President Obama. This year, World Space Week challenges 
participants  to discover the “Mysteries  of the Cosmos.” Throughout history, humans have looked to the 
heavens and contemplated the universe, wondering about our place within it. This year World Space Week 
events will probe what we know, what it means, and what we have yet to learn about the mysteries of the 
cosmos.

“World Space Week is the time each year when the public can learn about the many benefits of space 
exploration, and students are inspired through space to excel in school,” said Dennis  Stone, President of the 
World Space Week Association. “World Space Week is open to everyone,” he said.

The calendar of activities is available at www.worldspaceweek.org.

“By synchronizing space outreach activities across the globe, World Space Week offers  people and groups 
the opportunity to celebrate space accomplishments, demonstrate support for space programs, and promote 
their views about our future in space. It also inspires  future engineers, scientists, and leaders,” declared Talia 
Page, the Association’s Executive Director.

“World Space Week is a celebration across society. From schools  to the arts to the space industry itself, we 
invite all organizations around the world to highlight the remarkable impacts that space has on the lives  and 
culture of humankind,”

http://www.worldspaceweek.org/
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